
Exploring the Wheeler Lapine Shevelove
Gelbart Applause Libretto Library: A Treasure
Trove for Musical Theater Enthusiasts
Step into the enchanted realm of musical theater at the Wheeler Lapine
Shevelove Gelbart Applause Libretto Library, a sanctuary for lovers of this
captivating art form. This renowned collection houses a vast treasure trove
of librettos – the literary blueprints for beloved Broadway shows – providing
an unparalleled window into the creative process and artistry that bring
these spectacular performances to life.
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A Comprehensive Archive of Musical Theater Masterpieces

The Wheeler Lapine Shevelove Gelbart Applause Libretto Library boasts
an extensive collection of over 3,000 librettos, encompassing a wide range
of genres, from classic musicals like "Oklahoma!" and "The King and I" to
contemporary hits such as "Hamilton" and "Dear Evan Hansen." Each
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libretto is meticulously preserved and cataloged, offering researchers,
students, and theater enthusiasts invaluable access to these literary
treasures.

Beyond Broadway, the collection also includes librettos from regional
theaters, off-Broadway productions, and international musicals, providing a
comprehensive overview of the global musical theater landscape. The
library's holdings offer a unique opportunity to trace the evolution of the art
form, explore diverse perspectives, and discover hidden gems that may not
be readily available elsewhere.

Immerse Yourself in the Creative Process

The Wheeler Lapine Shevelove Gelbart Applause Libretto Library is not
merely a repository of scripts; it is a portal into the creative process behind
legendary musical theater productions. By delving into the librettos, patrons
gain insights into the genesis of iconic songs, the development of
characters, and the interplay between music, lyrics, and dialogue.

The library's collection includes annotated librettos, featuring notes and
revisions from playwrights, composers, and lyricists. These annotations
provide a glimpse into the artistic journey, revealing the challenges,
inspirations, and collaborations that shape the final product. Researchers
can witness firsthand how ideas evolve, characters take form, and
storylines are refined.

Inspiration for Artists and Educators

The Wheeler Lapine Shevelove Gelbart Applause Libretto Library is an
indispensable resource for artists, educators, and anyone seeking



inspiration in the realm of musical theater. The collection offers a rich
source of material for research, adaptation, and creative exploration.

Artists can draw inspiration from the masterful storytelling, evocative lyrics,
and innovative structures found within the librettos. Educators can utilize
the collection to engage students in discussions about theater history,
literary analysis, and the power of performance. The library's materials
provide a foundation for understanding the craft of musical theater and
fostering a love for this beloved art form.

A Legacy of Preserving and Celebrating Musical Theater

The Wheeler Lapine Shevelove Gelbart Applause Libretto Library is not
only a repository of librettos but also a testament to the enduring legacy of
musical theater. The library's founders, renowned theater professionals
themselves, recognized the importance of preserving and celebrating this
vital art form.

Through its extensive collection, educational programs, and community
outreach initiatives, the library ensures that the rich history and artistry of
musical theater will continue to inspire and captivate generations to come.
It serves as a beacon for those who love the magic of live performance and
the transformative power of storytelling through song and dance.

Visiting the Wheeler Lapine Shevelove Gelbart Applause Libretto
Library

The Wheeler Lapine Shevelove Gelbart Applause Libretto Library is located
at the New York Public Library for the Performing Arts at Lincoln Center.
Researchers and patrons can access the collection by预约. The library also



offers a variety of online resources, including a digital catalog and virtual
exhibitions, making its treasures accessible to a global audience.

Whether you are a seasoned theater professional, a passionate enthusiast,
or a curious explorer, the Wheeler Lapine Shevelove Gelbart Applause
Libretto Library invites you to delve into the enchanting world of musical
theater. With its vast collection, unparalleled access to creative processes,
and unwavering commitment to preserving and celebrating this beloved art
form, the library is a true treasure trove for anyone who loves the magic of
live performance.

**Alt attributes for images:**

* Image 1: Wheeler Lapine Shevelove Gelbart Applause Libretto Library
logo * Image 2: Interior of the library with shelves full of librettos * Image 3:
A researcher examining a libretto * Image 4: A group of students discussing
a libretto * Image 5: A performance of a musical theater production
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The Race to Control Cyberspace: Bill Gates's
Plan for a Digital Divide
Bill Gates has a vision for the future of the internet. In his book, The Road
Ahead, he argues that the internet will become increasingly important...

My 40 Year Career On Screen And Behind The
Camera
I've been working in the entertainment industry for over 40 years, and in
that time I've had the opportunity to work on both sides of the camera.
I've...
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